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Pivot3 and Veeam
Smarter Availability Solutions

Overview
Application and data availability is critical for organizations, and while infrastructure 
resilience  is a key part of the solution, it is vital to have a well-documented and tested 
availability solution for your datacenter. One of the most common Disaster Recovery (DR) 
best practices is the 3-2-1 rule. The rule states that organizations should keep three [3] 
copies of their data, that data should reside on two [2] different forms of media, and one 
[1] copy of that data should be kept off site.

Optimizing Backup and DR operations with   
Pivot3 and Veeam
Many organizations struggle to meet these requirements due to complexities and cost 
involved in ensuring the criteria are met. Pivot3 and Veeam can help simplify the backup 
needs of IT organizations while lowering cost and infrastructure footprint. Pivot3, a 
leader in intelligent policy-based hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) and Veeam, a 
leader in intelligent data management, offer a best of breed solution for all availability 
requirements, solving the most common DR challenges for multiple use cases.

Datacenter Based Backup
One of the key aspects of any DR strategy is the ability to test, with minimal disruption, 
the recoverability of the application backups. By using Pivot3’s simple-to- deploy 
and easy-to-manage HCI with the Veeam Availability Suite, customers can leverage 
SureBackup to test backups to ensure recovery. With Veeam DataLabs, VMs can be 
recovered, tested for functionality, and shut down, without the need for down- time or 
maintenance windows, and without disrupting the production infrastructure.

Why Pivot3 and Veeam
Many organizations struggle with 
cost and complexity to meet 
their data backup needs. Pivot3’s 
intelligent HCI coupled with 
Veeam’s availability solutions 
help simplify backup and recovery 
operations while reducing cost.

Key Features
• Intelligent, modular,  

scalable platform 

• Many form-factors, and  
storage and compute- 
optimized nodes

• Market-leading   
storage efficiencies 

• Granular backups and  
recoveries and automated  
non-disruptive testing

Business Benefits
• Less infrastructure to support 

backup and DR operations

• Flexible architecture to address 
particular resource bottleneck

• Easy, on-demand scalability  
to address data growth

• Simple backup and  
recovery workflows and   
easy data mobility
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Pivot3’s HCI provides a highly efficient backup target and much greater performance on restores than dedicated back up 
appliances to deliver faster Recovery Time & Recovery Point Objectives (RTPO’s). Its patented Erasure Coding (EC) delivers 
market leading storage efficiencies, slashing hardware footprint. Additionally, Pivot3’s flexible deployment offerings that 
include compute and storage optimized nodes help minimize TCO by optimizing deployment. Finally, with Pivot3’s policy-
based Quality of Service, IT staff can easily prioritize business-critical applications to ensure SLAs, even under recovery 
conditions.

Remote Office, Branch Office (ROBO) Backup
IT Administrators face many difficult decisions when building backup and DR strategies for Remote Office / Branch 
Office (ROBO) locations. Complex trade offs are made when deciding which applications will be managed from a central 
datacenter and which applications remain at the ROBO location. Pivot3 can be deployed on a range of form factors and 
hardware providers to meet a wide range of ROBO requirements.  Pivot3’s modular HCI solutions are available in form 
factors suitable for ROBO deployments. From 1U  nodes capable of delivering a backup appliance to 2U  nodes  that 
deliver an entire ROBO infrastructure, Pivot3’s flexible design enables seamless integration and non-disruptive expansion. 
All Pivot3 deployments, across ROBO and central locations can be managed together from a single interface, simplifying 
operations at scale and across locations. With Pivot3 HCI and Veeam SureBackup, you can build comprehensive backup 
and DR strategies that span across central and ROBO locations while improving RTPOs, minimizing hardware requirements 
and simplifying IT operations.

Pivot3 HCI and Veeam CloudConnect
With Veeam Cloud Connect, Pivot3 is able to non-disruptively connect users to Cloud and hosted environments offered 
by Public Cloud providers and  a growing ecosystem of Cloud and Managed Service Providers (CSP/ MSP) for off site 
backup and still maintain the 3-2-1 best practice rule by providing a local repository for on site backups. Pivot3 and Veeam, 
together, enable these CSP/MSP partners to provide reliable backup and DR services to their clients in a cost-effective and 
scalable manner.

Pivot3 HCI and Veeam CloudConnect
IT operations and data has become strategic to day-to-day functioning for organizations of all sizes. But many organization 
struggle with the complexity and cost of complying with backup and DR requirements. Pivot3’s intelligent policy-based HCI, 
coupled with Veeam’s availability solutions help organizations achieve their backup and DR goals while reducing cost and 
complexity.

Sample Veeam Architecture
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